Studies of large-size (R = 1.5 m, a = 0.5 m), moderate current (I < 750 kA) reversed-field pinch (RFP) plasmas are carried out in the Madison Symmetric Torus in order to evaluate and improve RFP confinement, study general toroidai plasma MHD issues, determine the mechanism of the RFP dynamo, and measure fluctuation-induced transport and anomalous ion heating. MST confinement scaling falls short of the RFP scaling trends observed in smaller RFPs, although the plasma resistance is classical. MHD tearing modes with poloidal mode number m = 1 and toroidal mode numbers n = 5-7 are prevalent and nonlinearty couple to produce sudden relaxations akin to tokamak sawteeth. Edge fluctuation-induced transport has been measured with a variety of insertable probes. Ions exhibit anomalous heating, with increases of ion temperature occurring during strong MHD relaxation. The anomalous heating fraction decreases with increasing density, such that ion temperatures approach the lower limit given by electron-ion friction. The RFP dynamo has been studied with attention to various possible mechanisms, including motion-EMF drive, the Hall effect, and superthermal electrons. The toroidal field capacity of MST will be upgraded during Summer 1993 to allow low-current tokamak operation as well as improved RFP operation.
INTRODUCTION
The Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) is a large (R = 1.5 m, a = 0.5 m) toroidal confinement device ( Fig.  1 ) which has been used since August, 1988 to produce reversed-field pinch (RFP) discharges of modest toroidal current (I < 750 kA). The toroidal field system will be upgraded during Summer 1993 to allow low-current tokamak operation as well. The MST program is oriented towards evaluating and improving RFP confinement, studying toroidal plasma MHD activity, measuring fluctuation-induced transport, determining the RFP dynamo mechanism, understanding anomalous ion heating, and IDepartment of Physics, University of Wisconsin, lVladison, Wisconsin 53706.
pursuing concept improvements such as externally applied current drive or profile control.
The RFP differs from the tokamak in the greatly reduced toroidal magnetic field. In the RFP, the toroidal and poloidal components of the magnetic field are comparable (B+ -Be), where in the tokamak, B+ > > B~. Both components of the RFP magnetic field are powered by the "poloidal field" circuit which drives the toroidal current--the toroidal field is produced by poloidal current in the outer part of the discharge which is driven by a dynamo mechanism. As a result, the direction of the toroidal field reverses on the edge of the plasma. The RFP field geometry has been shown to be a minimumenergy state subject to certain constraints. (1) The RFP has several advantages over the tokamak can produce large-sized, moderate current RFP plasmas. A unique design feature is the 5 cm thick aluminium shell which also acts as vacuum chamber and toroidal field winding. The toroid is pumped through many small holes to prevent field errors which would be produced around large portholes. The continuity windings allow the shell to carry a continuous toroidal image current without linking the core.
as a fusion reactor concept. The low toroidal field results in very modest toroidal field coil requirements and high plasma beta. The Ohmic power input in the RFP is increased over that of a tokamak due to geometric effects and the dynamo, (2-5) which may also supply the extra power drawn directly by ions in "anomalous" heating. (6-1~ As a result, an RFP reactor may reach ignition with only Ohmic power input. (~1,12) Its disadvantages include reduced confinement for a given toroidal current due to lower field and larger fluctuation levels, requirement of a close-fitting conducting shell or active feedback to mimic its effect in stabilizing external MHD modes, and the present lack of demonstrated currentdrive schemes. MST has several unique design features. (~3) The 5-cm aluminum shell acts as a vacuum vessel, toroidal field winding and close-fitting shell for MHD external mode stability. The plasma is driven by a 2-Wb iron core transformer, which results in the 750 kA limit on toroidaI current. MST has very few large port holes, resulting in excellent field uniformity and a high degree of toroidal symmetry. Figure 2 displays waveforms from a typical MST discharge. Due to its large size and core limit, MST has lower toroidal current density (I/'rra2< 1 MA/m 2) than most other RFPs.
The role of MST in the worldwide RFP program for its first 5 years of operation (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) was to investigate RFP confinement at large size, determine the extent of optimization possible by reducing field errors and the vacuum region between the plasma and wall, and to perform detailed measurements of plasma parameters along with magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations for comparison with MHD simulations, turbulent transport theory, anomalous ion heating theories, etc. With the advent of the 2 MA RFX experiment in Padua, (14) which will extend the RFP database to much higher current, the MST effort is changing its concentration in 1993 toward improvement of RFP confinement at low current by means of external profile control, such as electrostatic current injection at the edge or rf techniques, and toward comparison of turbulent transport with similar plasma parameters in tokamak and RFP geometries. This article summarizes MST results from the first 5-year period.
For the purposes of this article, MST results may be divided into the following categories, each treated in a section to follow: RFP confinement, MHD studies, edge fluctuations and transport, anomalous ion heating, and dynamo mechanisms. A brief summary is presented at the end.
RFP CONFINEMENT
The RFP is anticipated to perform well as a fusion reactor concept at large current with high plasma beta in
